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Tax Havens and Offshore Finance examines
the subject of offshore finance centres.
This book was first published in 2006. It is
estimated that up to sixty percent of the
world's money may be located offshore,
where half of all financial transactions are said
to take place; however, there is a perception
that secrecy about offshore is encouraged to
obfuscate tax evasion and money laundering.
McCann provides a detailed analysis of the
global offshore environment, outlining the
extent of the information available and how
that information might be used in assessing
the quality of individual jurisdictions, as well
as examining whether some of the
perceptions about 'offshore' are valid. He
analyses the ongoing work of the Financial
Stability Forum, the Financial Action Task
Force, the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, and the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development. The
book also offers some suggestions as to what
the future might hold for offshore finance.
The book combines interdisciplinary teams
from business, economics, information
science, law and political science to offer a
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unique and innovative interdisciplinary
approach to the issue of international tax
coordination.
An Interdisciplinary Perspective on Virtues and
Pitfalls
Personal Finance
Hearing on Banking Secrecy Practices and
Wealthy American Taxpayers
OECD Tax Policy Studies Taxation of
Household Savings
Isle of Man Tax Saving Guide
Tax Havens
ACT companion to treasury management is more than just an
update of the classic first edition. It has been completely
rewritten to incorporate all that has changed in international
treasury management since the first edition was written over
twelve years ago. This exceptional A-Z of international
treasury practice provides clear explanations of uses and
practicalities along with the risks and advantages of
implementation. ACT companion to treasury management
now includes entries on: Accounting procedures Banking
relationships and procedures Financial markets and
instruments Foreign exchange, interest rate and credit risk
management International treasury management Tax
planning Treasury control and performance measurement
Edited by a leading treasury consultant with contributions
from a wide range of experts in their individual fields, it will be
an essential purchase for treasurers, finance professionals,
business advisors and students; in fact anyone whose work
touches on the field of treasury management.
Since the Great Financial Crisis, several scandals have
exposed a pervasive lightPage
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Taking advantage of a new database, this paper provides a
quantitative assessment of the importance of tax havens in
international banking activity. Using comprehensive individual
country-by-country reporting from the largest banks in the
European Union, we provide several new insights: 1) The
average effect of being a tax haven is an extra presence of
foreign affiliates by 168%; 2) For EU banks, the main tax
havens are located within Europe: Luxembourg, Isle of Man
and Guernsey rank at the top; 3) Attractive tax rates are not
sufficient to drive extra activity; 4) But lenient regulatory
environment attract extra commercial presence; 4) Banks
avoid the most opaque countries with weak governance; 5)
The tax savings for EU banks is estimated between Euro 1
billion and Euro 3.6 billion.
Maximizing oneʼs savings is the surest way to guarantee that
there is life after taxes. The truly successful investor begins
with careful tax planning, which must never be a last-minute
scramble in the dreadful month of March or worse still, April!
We all know that few of us actually plan well ahead, as we
ought to, to protect ourselves and our hard-earned money.
This book may well be the answer. Based on The Gasletter
Collection, the authorʼs successful primer on sheltering your
income, After Taxes is designed to help the working individual
put in place a long-term strategy. An easy-to-understand
handbook, it helps the reader wrestle with the implications of
retirement funds, savings, off-shore shelters, investments,
mutual funds, real estate, buyouts, separation allowances,
and golden (or not-so-golden) handshakes. A must for those
who wish to make informed financial decisions and better
choices to guarantee a secure future.
English for the Insurance Industry
Treaty Series Cumulative Index No.54
Accountancy
International Exchange ofPage
Information
in Tax Matters
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Advanced Topics in Revenue Law
Isle of Man

In this report, the first in a series on the banking crisis, the
Treasury Committee considers the impact of the failure of the
Icelandic banks on three sets of depositors: local authorities,
charities and UK citizens who deposited in the Isle of Man and
Guernsey subsidiaries of the Icelandic banks. It considers the
case for the provision of assistance by the UK Government to
each of these depositors. The Committee does not accept that
there is a need to provide assistance to the local authorities. It
does however recommend that, on this occasion only, all
charities should be compensated for losses incurred as a
consequence of the failures of the Icelandic banks. Finally, it
agrees that the overarching principle should be that the UK
Government cannot provide cover for deposits held by British
citizens in jurisdictions outside the direct control of the United
Kingdom. As such, while acknowledging the severe distress of
those UK citizens suffering due to the Icelandic banking
failure, the Committee can only recommend that the UK
authorities work with the Isle of Man and Guernsey authorities
to resolve these issues. This aspect of the Committee's
Banking Crisis inquiry has also raised many new questions
about issues such as consumer advice and cross-border
regulation of financial institutions. Considerable taxpayer
support has been required to provide rapid compensation to
onshore UK depositors in Icelandic banks that were
'passported' into the UK regulatory system. This area of
European law requires further consideration, and the
Committee intends to return to it in a future inquiry into the
banking crisis within its international context.
This unique tax guide tells you everything you need to know
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about living in the Isle of Man to escape the UK's high taxes.
Isle of Man Offshore Tax Guide
International Tax Coordination
Tax Haven Abuses
Isle of Man Tax Saving Guide 2011/12
Act Companion to Treasury Management
Tax Havens and Offshore Finance
Law of the Internet
This superb book will guide the reader through the key
issues and practical aspects of international tax practice.
It demonstrates how different global tax systems interact
and how to prevent paying more tax than necessary. The
basic principles of each aspect of international taxation
are outlined and then examined in greater depth and
detail. This updated third edition includes coverage of
both UK and EU legislation and regulation, as well as the
key cases and rulings. Complicated double taxation
concepts are clearly illustrated with examples and
diagrams to help the reader quickly understand how
they'll apply in practice. Examples of policies adopted in
other countries are included, along with specialist
commentary and guidance.
Legal Ways to Save Taxes Offshore and Onshore is an
annotated checklist of tax reduction methods that are
sanctioned by the U.S. tax law and will work offshore or
onshore. Each method includes an indication of whether
it is affected by the alternative minimum tax. Reduction
methods are organized in the sequence of the personal
form 1040.
This report provides a detailed review of the taxation of
household savings in 40 OECD and partner countries.
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International Taxation Handbook
Banking Crisis
Hearing Before the Committee on Ways and Means,
U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred Eleventh
Congress, First Session, Tuesday, March 31, 2009
Social Security Programs Throughout The World:
Europe, 2012
Law of the Internet, 4th Edition

Law of the Internet, Fourth Edition is a twovolume up-to-date legal resource covering
electronic commerce and online contracts, privacy
and network security, intellectual property and
online content management, secure electronic
transactions, cryptography, and digital signatures,
protecting intellectual property online through link
licenses, frame control and other methods, online
financial services and securities transactions,
antitrust and other liability. The Law of the
Internet, Fourth Edition quickly and easily gives
you everything you need to provide expert counsel
on: Privacy laws and the Internet Ensuring secure
electronic transactions, cryptography, and digital
signatures Protecting intellectual property online patents, trademarks, and copyright Electronic
commerce and contracting Online financial
services and electronic payments Antitrust issues,
including pricing, bundling and tying Internal
network security Taxation of electronic commerce
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Jurisdiction in Cyberspace Defamation and the
Internet Obscene and indecent materials on the
Internet Regulation of Internet access and
interoperability The authors George B. Delta and
Jeffrey H. Matsuura -- two Internet legal experts
who advise America's top high-tech companies -demonstrate exactly how courts, legislators and
treaties expand traditional law into the new
context of the Internet and its commercial
applications, with all the citations you'll need. The
Law of the Internet also brings you up to date on
all of the recent legal, commercial, and technical
issues surrounding the Internet and provides you
with the knowledge to thrive in the digital
marketplace. Special features of this two-volume
resource include timesaving checklists and
references to online resources.
This book sails in uncharted waters. It takes a
human rights-based approach to tax havens, and is
a detailed analysis of structures and the laws that
generate and support these. It makes plain the
unscrupulous or merely indifferent ways in which,
using tax havens, businesses and individuals
systematically undermine and for all practical
purposes eliminate access to remedies under
international human rights law. It exposes as
abusive of human rights a complex structural web
of trusts, companies, partnerships, foundations,
nominees and fiduciaries; secrecy, immunity and
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smoke screens. It also lays bare the cynical
manipulation by tax havens of traditional legal
forms and conventions, and the creation of entities
so bizarre and chimeric that they defy
classification. Yet from the perspective of the tax
havens themselves, these are entirely legitimate;
the product of duly enacted domestic laws. This
book is not a work of investigative journalism in
the style of the Pulitzer Prize-winning authors of
The Panama Papers, exposing political or financial
corruption, money laundering or the financing of
terrorism. All those elements are present of
course, but the focus is on international human
rights and how tax havens do not merely facilitate
but actively connive at their breach. The tax
havens are compromising the international human
rights legal continuum.
"English for the Insurance Industry" wendet sich
an diejenigen, die ihren berufsspezifischen
Englischwortschatz auffrischen, erweitern oder
verbessern wollen. Alle Themengebiete beziehen
sich ausschließlich auf die
Versicherungswirtschaft. Dieses Lehrbuch für
Fortgeschrittene beinhaltet einen breiten
Kommunikationsbaukasten zum Aufbau englischer
Sprachkompetenz, der Lernende erarbeitet sich
Schritt für Schritt einen fundierten Wortschatz zu
den zentralen Fragestellungen des
Versicherungswesens. An vielen Stellen wurden
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Verbesserungen und Neuerungen gegenüber der
ersten Auflage vorgenommen : Versicherungsfachliche Texte erklären die
inhaltlichen Zusammenhänge des
Schwerpunktthemas eines jeden Kapitels mit
Fachvokabeln, Redewendungen und mehr. Wortschatzübungen und grammatikalische
Übungen erleichtern das Einprägen des Gelernten.
- Kommunikationsübungen als Kernelement
unseres Lehrbuchs bieten Dialogtexte,
Rollenspiele und schriftliche Übungen - Hinweise
zur systematischen Vorbereitung und
Durchführung von Kommunikationsübungen
finden Sie ebenso. - 19 Seiten "Vocabulary" bieten
eine wertvolle Nachschlagequelle für
versicherungsfachliche Begriffe. Einzelne
Elemente und Lektionen können unabhängig
voneinander genutzt, die Texte unabhängig von
den Übungen eingesetzt werden. Dadurch besteht
für Lernende die Möglichkeit, Stoffumfang und
eigenen Lernfortschritt flexibel zu variieren. Das
Buch bietet eine Fülle von Einsatzmöglichkeiten
für den Umgang mit Versicherungsthemen in
englischer Sprache für fortgeschrittene
Auszubildende, Qualifizierungsverantwortliche,
Mitarbeiter einer Fachabteilung oder in
Geschäftsbeziehungen mit dem Ausland stehende
Personen.
Isle of Man Offshore Tax Guide Volume 1 Strategic
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Information and Regulations
Offshore Finance
A Study of Transnational Economic Development
Tax Co-operation 2006 Towards a Level Playing
Field
The World's Best Tax Havens 2014/2015
The Economist
This unique tax guide tells you everything
you need to know about living in the Isle
of Man to escape the UK's high taxes. Some
of the most hated taxes in Britain do not
even exist on the Isle of Man, including
capital gains tax, inheritance tax and
stamp duty land tax. There is income tax
but the top tax rate is just 20% and a big
chunk of your income will be tax free or
taxed at just 10%. Corporation tax is 0%,
so the Isle of Man is also an extremely
attractive place to run a business. Unlike
many tax havens, which make it difficult
for anyone except the ultra rich to obtain
residence, the Isle of Man welcomes
entrepreneurs with open arms and you may
even qualify for a business grant from the
Manx Government.
Crown Dependencies : Eighth report of
session 2009-10, report, together with
formal minutes, Vol. 2: Oral and written
Evidence
Isle of Man Tax Saving Guide
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The Impact of the Failure of the Icelandic
Banks; Fifth Report of Session 2008-09;
Report, Together with Formal Minutes
Tax Havens and International Human Rights
Towards Global Transparency, Second
Edition
Financial Sector Assessment Program
Update: Detailed Assessment of Observance
of AML/CFT
Hedge Funds
The Public General Acts ... and the Church
Assembly Measures

This annual assessment of transparency and tax information
exchange policies covering 82 economies highlights changes
made over the last year in the domestic laws and regulations
of the 82 economies.
The Isle of Man (IOM) is recognized for the expertise
developed in a range of international financial products. The
paper also presents a Detailed Assessment of Observance of
Antimoney laundering/Combating Financing of Terrorism
(AML/CFT) report on the IOM. The IOM authorities are
placing increasing emphasis on international cooperation,
including working closely with the relevant Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development initiative and
entering into tax information exchange agreements.
This is the fifty-fourth volume of the United Nations Treaty
Series Cumulative Index. This volume covers the treaties and
international agreements contained in volumes 2801 to 2850
of the United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS). The volume
consists of two main sections, each preceded by an
explanatory note. In the first section, “Chronological Index”,
treaties and international agreements are listed in the order of
the dates on which they were first adopted, signed or opened
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for signature or accession, etc. Any subsequent agreements
and/or actions relating to the original agreement are to be
found under the date of the original instrument. The second
section, “Alphabetical Index”, refers to treaties and
international agreements by a party and by subject.
The Enablers, the Tools and Secrecy : Hearing Before the
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee
on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, United
States Senate, One Hundred Ninth Congress, Second
Session, August 1, 2006
Towards a Level Playing Field
An Annotated Checklist of Tax Reduction Methods
Sanctioned by the Tax Law
Jurisdictional Comparisons
Isle of Man Tax Saving Guide 2017/18
Policy, Practice, Standards and Regulations

Equipping students with the knowledge and skills needed to
navigate their personal finances confidently; this book takes
the fear out of financial planning. Personal Finance moves
through fundamentals, including budgeting and managing
debt, before engaging with major issues and life events where
financial literacy is key. Pedagogical features including
learning objectives, terminology boxes, and examples fully
support students in developing theirpractical skills, whilst
ponder points and questions encourage the application of these
skills when making informed financial decisions. Engaging
case studies and extensive examples throughout the text bring
the subject to life.The Online Resource Centre to accompany
Personal Finance features:For students:- Auto-marked multiple
choice questions to accompany each chapter- Up-to-date
information on tax, national insurance, and some of the key
changes to financial products- Curated links to online sources
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of further informationFor lecturers:- Two extended case
studies to help develop student understanding of how to apply
theory to practical, real-world problems- A full set of
customisable PowerPoint slides for each chapter- Answers to
selected exercises in the text
From the Cayman Islands and the Isle of Man to the
Principality of Liechtenstein and the state of Delaware, tax
havens offer lower tax rates, less stringent regulations and
enforcement, and promises of strict secrecy to individuals and
corporations alike. In recent years government regulators,
hoping to remedy economic crisis by diverting capital from
hidden channels back into taxable view, have undertaken
sustained and serious efforts to force tax havens into
compliance. In Tax Havens, Ronen Palan, Richard Murphy,
and Christian Chavagneux provide an up-to-date evaluation of
the role and function of tax havens in the global financial
system-their history, inner workings, impact, extent, and
enforcement. They make clear that while, individually, tax
havens may appear insignificant, together they have a major
impact on the global economy. Holding up to $13 trillion of
personal wealth-the equivalent of the annual U.S. Gross
National Product-and serving as the legal home of two million
corporate entities and half of all international lending banks,
tax havens also skew the distribution of globalization's costs
and benefits to the detriment of developing economies. The
first comprehensive account of these entities, this book
challenges much of the conventional wisdom about tax
havens. The authors reveal that, rather than operating at the
margins of the world economy, tax havens are integral to it.
More than simple conduits for tax avoidance and evasion, tax
havens actually belong to the broad world of finance, to the
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business of managing the monetary resources of individuals,
organizations, and countries. They have become among the
most powerful instruments of globalization, one of the
principal causes of global financial instability, and one of the
large political issues of our times.
The last several years have seen fundamental changes to the
UK tax system. Nearly the entirety of the UK corporation tax
and international tax rules have been rewritten by three new
statutes – the Corporation Tax Acts 2009 and 2010 and the
Taxation (International and Other Provisions) Act 2010. The
UK has also implemented major new policies affecting the
taxation of pensions, charities, savings vehicles, 'non-doms'
and the foreign profits of UK companies. In addition,
European Union law, and especially the case law of the Court
of Justice of the European Union, has had an increasingly
important impact on UK corporation tax and international tax
law in particular. This new book on advanced topics in UK tax
law is derived from material previously found in John Tiley's
major text on Revenue Law that has been expanded and
comprehensively updated to take account of these
developments. The book deals with Corporation Tax,
International and European Tax, Savings and Charities, in a
manageable and portable volume for law students and
practitioners. It complements the material on UK Income Tax,
Capital Gains Tax, and Inheritance Tax found in Revenue
Law, 7th edition. Unlike other tax law books, this text explains
the new rules found in CTA 2009, CTA 2010 and TIOPA
2010 in light of its legislative predecessors. The book contains
extensive references to the new legislation and also to the
former enactments in ICTA 1988 and elsewhere. Those
familiar with the old law but wanting to find their way round
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the new will find this work particularly valuable. The book is
designed for law students taking advanced tax courses in the
final year of their law degree course and for graduate students,
but is intended to be of interest to all who enjoy tax law. Its
purpose is not only to provide an account of the rules but to
include citation of the relevant literature from legal periodicals
and some discussion of or reference to the background
material in terms of policy, history or other countries' tax
systems.
International Guide to Hedge Fund Regulation
First Evidence Based on Country-by-country Reporting
Corporation Tax; International and European Tax; Savings;
Charities
Offshore Tax Evasion
eighth report of session 2009-10, report, together with formal
minutes, Vol. 2: Oral and written evidence
How to Cut Your Taxes to Zero & Safeguard Your Financial
Freedom
Social Security Programs Throughout the
World: Europe, 2012 provides a cross-national
comparison of social security systems. It
summarizes the five main social insurance
programs: old age, disability, and survivors;
sickness and maternity; work injury;
unemployment; and family allowances. It is
published in four regional volumes (Europe,
Asia and the Pacific, Africa, and the
Americas), one every 6 months.
International taxation is evolving in
response to globalization, capital mobility,
and the increased trade in services, and
introduces international tax practitioner,
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student and researcher to the theory,
practice, and international examples of the
changing landscape. Models of tax competition
in a flat and connected world are very
different than those necessary to ensure
compliance in a world dominated by crossborder flows of goods and repatriation of
profits. Taxes on consumption, e-commerce,
and services are looming innovations in
future of international taxation. Tax
coordination and standardization are immense
challenges in a world in which the movement
of value is increasingly subtle and hard to
detect. And as corporations and individuals
become more sophisticated in the
internationalization of flows of capital, our
models must become more sophisticated in
their scope and inclusion. In the era when
trade was dominated by the exchange of
manufactured goods, international taxation
was designed to protect domestic industries,
create tax revenue, prevent evasion, and
promote compliance. The traditional toolbox
of customs duties, tariffs, and taxes on
repatriated profits must be augmented as the
movement of goods across borders represents a
much smaller fraction of trade and as
international taxation policy is increasingly
used to attract foreign corporations rather
than discourage branch offices. International
taxation models that can better tax services,
track international flows of capital, and
allow a nation to compete in a world market
for capital formation are the tools of the
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modern tax practitioner. International tax
policy is now viewed as an integral part of
economic policy. This approach is bound to
accelerate as the world becomes increasingly
flat and better connected. Economic progress
is more and more influenced by the movement
of services and information, movements that
are no longer through ports but through fiber
optic lines. This book contributes to the
growing literature on international taxation
by bringing together theory and experience,
current practices and innovation, and our
current understanding of some of the
challenges now facing and arguably
frustrating current international taxation
policy. The book will create new avenues of
research for scholars, a new awareness for
students of International Taxation, and new
possibilities for international tax
practitioners. The models and examples
presented here suggest that there are serious
problems with measurability of flows of
services and information, and points to an
increasingly need for greater harmonization
of international taxation, perhaps through
coordinated consumption-tax oriented
approaches. * Describe the rapidly evolving
role of International Taxation in a
globalizing information economy * Present
theoretical models that act as the basis for
successful international tax competition *
Describe the experiences and innovations of
representative internationalized countries *
Discuss some new approaches to International
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Taxation * Makes the case for new models of
international taxation in an increasingly
global information world
The financial crisis of 2008 and the
emergence of various scandals around the
world sparked a movement towards greater
transparency with international exchange of
information in tax matters. Fully revised and
updated, this book considers the emergence of
a new global standard, the automatic exchange
of information. Providing a comprehensive
overview of the main developments, it
analyses the structure and content of the
various existing instruments and models,
taking into account the most up to date
developments.
Stashing Cash Overseas : Hearing Before the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate,
One Hundred Tenth Congress, First Session,
May 3, 2007
After Taxes
Legal Ways to Save Taxes Offshore and Onshore
How Globalization Really Works
Outlook Money
Managing Personal Wealth 8th Edition
This book provides a detailed guide to the regulation of
hedge funds in key jurisdictions. It covers all the legal
and regulatory matters in relation to hedge funds and
discusses how funds can be operated to comply with
laws and regulations in the most popular jurisdictions in
which they operate. Written by experts from each
jurisdiction, the book includes coverage of
approximately 20 jurisdictions, with each chapter
examining the following key issues in relation to hedge
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funds: authorization, establishment, and initial set-up;
supervision and regulatory issues; enforcement; and
taxation. The jurisdictions include the US, the UK, the
Channel Islands/Isle of Man, the Cayman Islands,
Bermuda, the British Virgin Islands, Australia, Ireland,
Germany, Luxembourg, Asian jurisdictions, and Latin
American jurisdiction.
This Report describes the key principles for
transparency and information exchange with regards to
taxation and provides information on the current status
of the legal and administrative frameworks in over 80
economies.
Brand New 2014/2015 Edition - Fully Updated For The
Latest 2014/2015 Changes "A Useful Guide" - Guardian
Unlimited"...Detailed analysis of the main offshore
jurisdictions..." Shelter Offshore Magazine The first half
of the book takes 25 of the world's best tax havens and
examines the personal and corporate tax planning
opportunities available in each. It also contains valuable
information on the residency requirements for each
jurisdiction as well as taking a look at what its actually
like to live there. We cover all of the key tax havens from
the exotic Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands and
Monaco, to less well-known but highly attractive tax
havens like Cyprus, Malta and the Isle of Man. The
second half of the book looks at how anyone with an
interest in international trading or investing can enjoy
some of these benefits. We look at the techniques the
large multinational companies and super rich use to
reduce their taxes and how you, with proper planning,
could legally enjoy some of these benefits. What
information is contained in the Book? This is the only
book of its kind. You'll find out all about: How tax havens
can help you pay less of the four 'Big Taxes': income tax,
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capital gains tax, inheritance tax and corporation tax.
The best European tax havens, including one just 80
miles from the UK which has no capital gains tax,
inheritance tax or company tax and is opening its arms
to UK residents. A Mediterranean tax haven where
property is booming, the cost of living is low and there is
no capital gains tax or tax on investment income. Two
beautiful Mediterranean islands where UK pensions are
taxed at just 5% and 15% respectively. Everything you
need to know about the Caribbean tax havens: living
there, buying property and setting up offshore
companies and trusts. How to become a HNWI and enjoy
Gibraltar's fantastic lifestyle and low taxes. A
prosperous English-speaking country just one hour from
the UK with a company tax rate of just 12.5% and no tax
on UK investment income or capital gains. The best
Eastern European tax havens, from Estonia to Russia.
Other important tax haven gems scattered around the
globe -- some of these countries have 0% taxes, dirt
cheap property and are practically begging you to go
and take up what's on offer. How to legally avoid the new
European Savings Tax Directive. Everything you need to
know about setting up and using offshore companies
and trusts. The tremendous benefits of foundations
when it comes to protecting your privacy. How to protect
your privacy with nominees Recent G20 changes Moving
abroad to escape the taxman's clutches How to set up a
completely anonymous offshore company using bearer
shares. How big companies and the rich use tax havens
to lower their taxes and keep their wealth protected from
the outside world. And much more... Which tax havens
does the book cover? The book looks at: Andorra
Anguilla The Bahamas Barbados Belize Bermuda The
British Virgin Islands (BVI) Campione The Cayman
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Islands The Channel Islands The Cook Islands Costa
Rica Cyprus Dubai Eastern Europe Gibraltar Hong Kong
Ireland Isle of Man Liechtenstein Malta Monaco Panama
Seychelles Singapore St Kitts and Nevis Switzerland
Turks and Caicos Islands United States Denmark United
Kingdom Labuan Floating Tax Havens
Crown dependencies
Banks in Tax Havens
Principles of International Taxation
Tax Co-operation 2007 Towards a Level Playing Field
Taxation of Investment Funds in the European Union
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